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• 29 of the 38 copyediting tasks (16 of the 21 tasks under correcting for pre-set rules, 11
of the 12 tasks under correcting for consistency and 2 of the 5 tasks under correlating
parts),
• all 9 stylistic-editing tasks (all 5 tasks under tailoring language and all 4 tasks under
smoothing the text),
• 9 of the 11 structural-editing tasks (4 of the 6 tasks under editing the physical structure
of a text and all 5 tasks under editing the conceptual structure of the text),
• 9 of the 19 content-editing tasks (8 of the 12 tasks under micro-level content editing
and 1 of the 7 tasks under macro-level content editing),
•

10 of the 11 proofreading tasks,

• 8 of the 10 technical skills (all 3 of the project-management skills and 5 of the 7
technology-related skills),
• all 9 personal and interpersonal skills,
• 3 of the 4 procedural skills, and
• all 4 items related to specialised knowledge.

Ensuring correctness in tables and lists
tables and lists are correctly form atted, that the content is accurate
and correctly punctuated)
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BA12

correctness

1.83

.985

content is accurate, and whether the tables and lists are
punctuated correctly)
Ensuring correctness of illustrations (for example, ensuring correct

BA15

Ensuring correctness

preliminary pages

as contents lists,

.943

preface, acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such as
indexes, appendices, glossaries)
Clarifying unexplained acronyms and abbreviations

2.44

BA31
and

BA32

.984

2.50

use of foreign languages

the presentation

reference lists
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8A34

consistency of reference style for in-text references and

.... i Ensuringcompietenessofprefiminarypages(such as contents
. lists, preface, acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such
, as indexes, appendices, glossaries)
carreiaiin9 parts

at the text{such as checkin9 crass~reierences~

• internal page references, footnote/endnote numbers and text, table

l of contents)

BA36

Querying incomplete reference lists (querying instances where the
references cited in the text do not appear in the reference list, or
when referenGes listed in the reference list do not appear in the
. .... .. .. ... ..

. ....... ... . ... .

: caliaiin9 auihar;s and praatreacier;s changes tar the typesetter

make of it by ensuring that the sentences are well structured and
concise (for example, by ensuring that the appropriate sentence
structure is used (such as active/passive or complex/simple),
appropriate inter-sentence connections are used, and that the
sentence is focused)
8843

Ensuring an appropriate level of readability in the text (for example,

l ensuring that the text is cohesive by ensuring that the text is well, structured, contains clearly related sentences and paragraphs, and

i that discourse markers are used appropriately)
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an appropriate level

8844

clarity within

example,

1.39

.698

ensuring that the text is coherent by ensuring that the message of
the text does not contain any slips in logic, such as selfcontradictory statements, wrong organisation of events)

Ensuring logic in the relationships between text, tables and

2.06

graphics
BC54

Ensuring

use of verbal signposts

as the positioning of

3.11

structure for a text (for

2.67

.686

2.17

.985

standfirsts, page turns)
BC58

example, ensuring that a report published in a newspaper follows
the inverted pyramid structure, or that an academic article follows
the introduction, discussion, conclusion structure)

example, by rearranging sentences, paragraphs or sections of
material)

announcements

8C57
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8068

BE81

Correcting punctuation errors and inconsistent punctuation use (for
example, in abbreviations) in proofs or print-ready pages

BE82

Correcting inconsistent punctuation use in proofs and print-ready
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BE88

cA1 ·· · ·:; The abiiityto plan .projects (conventional or online) effectiveI}/ ···
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.

cA2 ····· ·.r The ahilityta.mana9e..prajeds (canventionaloronline)e#idenil}i ·································
~

1.78

1.003

.. within budgetary and time constraints
······················

•• CA3

Sound business and management skills

·························,····················

• 2.11

TcA4 .

.786
~ 3.00

! CA5

!

CA7

Expertise in the various methods of querying (for example, using
•• the comments function in Microsoft Word)
. i"

.832

cA1o . . .•. Theabiliiy to.source .information .effectiveiy (for exampie, ..reference····
·• guides, reliable information on specific topics, or previous

general knowledge and an

problems to an author's or client's attention
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• the publishing process in its entirety, including planning,
• coordination, copy flow, marketing, design, printing)

cc21 .•An awareness of the function of the various role-players in the

proce~~-- ~

··································
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.. invoices, managing finances, negotiating contracts, marketing)
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• .895

• purposes (for example knowing how an instruction manual will be
• read and used, and then understanding how the information needs
I

i to be presented for optimal understanding)

·l co26

.. ......... .......... ...

• Knowledge of design (for example, the use of colour and contrast in • 2 _06
• texts) and layout principles (such as formatting , paragraph
• indentation , heading levels)

·,· ·c
······o···- ············ · ·
27

knowledge ofspeCiaiised sut:>jeci matter (tor example.knowled9e . · ··.•· · ·1.67
· · ·· · · ···

• of the Revised National Curriculum Statement if editing educational
·· textbooks, or knowledge of South African civil affairs if editing a
· governmental policy document)

·t al:iie.s:s:··oescriiltive.statisticstor.ttie tectiiiicai::eiiitiii9.sector:·· ·
For the copyediting category, means of 2.50 or above were scored on the following items:

• ensuring the correct use of foreign languages (u
• ensuring the correctness of illustrations (u
• querying correctness of illustrations (u

=3.24),

=2.72),

=2.72),

• querying incorrect reference style for in-text references and reference lists (u

=2.56),
ensuring consistent use of foreign languages (u =3.11 ),
ensuring the completeness of reference lists (u =2.56),
querying incomplete reference lists (u =2.56), and

• approving author's and proofreader's changes (u
•
•
•

• collating author's and proofreader's changes for the typesetter (u
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The highest means were scored on the two tasks related to foreign languages, suggesting that
technical editors do not ensure correctness and consistency in the use of foreign languages possibly because there are few instances of foreign-language use in the texts with which they
typically work. The means for these two tasks are similar to the means computed for the entire
sample (although they are slightly higher for technical editors), indicating that, in general, editors
do not check the use of foreign languages in texts. While high means were scored on the items
related to ensuring and querying the correctness and completeness of reference lists, these
means are only slightly higher than the cut-off mean, indicating that for some technical editors
these are not infrequent tasks. High means were also computed for approving and collating the
author's and proofreader's changes, indicating that these editors do not frequently perform
these functions. This appears somewhat unusual, particularly given the low means for most of
the items under the proofreading category (see discussion below). Lastly, high means were
scored on the items dealing with ensuring and querying the correctness of illustrations. The
technical nature of illustrations used in these texts may mean that specialists check the
accuracy of these illustrations, rather than the editor. With the exception of the items mentioned
above, it appears that technical editors perform most copyediting tasks frequently.

All items in the stylistic-editing category computed means well below the cut-off mean of 2.50,
suggesting that stylistic editing frequently forms part of the editorial work of technical editors.
Since most technical documents are used for instructional purposes, it is important that these
texts relate the information in a clear and accessible way. While the means for the items in this
category are low, they are not as low as the means scored in the mass-media sector, indicating
that mass-media editors place greater emphasis on accessibility, appropriateness and how the
readership identifies with the text than technical editors, who work with texts that have a mainly
supportive informative function.

With regard to structural editing, most items computed acceptable means. On ly two items, both
relating to editing the physical structure of the text, computed means of 2.50 or above. These
items deal with ensuring the logical use of verbal signposts (u
the correct physical structure for the text ( u

= 3.11) and ensuring or imposing

=2.67). Overall the means for the technical-editing

sector are similar to those of the book-publishing sector, but higher than those for the massmedia sector. This indicates that there is less strong agreement in the technical- and bookediting sectors than in the mass-media sector regarding the importance of structure. The only
high means in this category are linked to editing the physical structure of the text, indicating that
technical editors perform these tasks less frequently. However, the respondents in this sector
did indicate that editing the conceptual structure of the text is important, which is not surprising,
given the supporting and/or instructional nature of technical texts, where the facilitation of
accurate comprehension is important.
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Content editing, and more specifically macro-level content editing, appears to be of limited
relevance for technical editors. The means computed for this category indicate that technical
editors ensure that the text is complete, appropriate, accurate and logical; however, technical
editors do not check for any legal issues or ensure that illustrations are appropriate for the text.
The exclusion of the latter task appears unusual, particularly considering the fact that
illustrations are commonly used as visual aids in instructional texts. One possible reason for the
exclusion of this task may be that the illustrations used in these texts are checked by subject
experts, and not editors. This explains why the items dealing with writing artwork briefs (u
3.33) and selecting (u = 3.33), cropping (u = 3.44) and editing (u

=

=2.83) illustrations for the text

computed very high means. Notably, the only macro-level content-editing task that scored a
mean below 2.00 is the task related to rewriting sections of the text (but not suggesting
rewrites). This indicates that technical editors may be responsible for rewriting substantial
portions of text, implying that the context in which technical editors work is not such that the
rewriting of portions of the text is referred back to authors.

In the proofreading category, means lower than 2.50 were computed for all items except the
item dealing with querying possible factual errors in proofs or print-ready pages. However, the
respondents did indicate that they would correct any errors of fact. Significantly, all items related
to basic proofreading tasks (such as checking spelling, punctuation and grammar) scored
means below 2.00, while the items related to correcting errors of fact, layout and format, and
type scored means above 2.00 (but below 2.50), indicating that these tasks are carried out less
frequently. The means computed for the items in this category suggest that most technical
editors do perform proofreading functions.

The means calculated for the technical-skills category demonstrate that these skills are
important for technical editors. With the exception of the items referring to expertise in DtPsoftware (u

= 3.00)

and website design, management and maintenance (u = 3.28), all of the

items computed acceptable means. Overall, the means in this category are low, suggesting the
respondents' strong agreement with the relevance of these skills.

The means on the items reflecting personal and interpersonal skills are very low, and suggest
that technical editors view all the skills listed as essential for their everyday work. In terms of
procedural skills, acceptable means were scored on all of the items, except for the item dealing
with knowledge of costing (u

= 2.67).

In addition, the means for the items dealing with

knowledge of the publishing process (u = 2.44) and the various role-players in the process (u

=

2.28) are significantly higher than the means for these items in the book-publishing and massmedia sectors. This suggests that these skills are less important for technical editors who
normally do not work in publishing contexts, but rather in corporate or freelance contexts.
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Furthermore, while the means for the items in this category are acceptable, they are relatively
high in comparison to the means scored for the items in the technical-skills category, suggesting
that there is slightly less strong agreement among the respondents regarding the relevance of
these skills.

Lastly, low means occurred on all items in the specialised-knowledge category. This is to be
expected, since technical editors work on documents that are specialised in terms of their
content. Clearly, the nature of the texts edited by these types of editors dictates that technical
editors need knowledge of specialised subject matter, the various text types and their
structures.
With regard to standard deviation, greater standard deviation occurred on only 20 of the 115
items. This suggests that for the most part, technical editors are in agreement regarding the
relevance (or irrelevance) of most of the tasks and skills listed. Greater standard deviation
occurred on thirteen items from the textual-skills category and seven items from the extratextual skills category.

Greater standard deviation occurred on only three items from the copyediting category. Two of
these deal with editorial changes made by third parties: approving the author's and
proofreader's changes (SO

= 1.247) and collating the changes for the typesetter (SO = 1.183).

This suggests that these tasks are contentious among editors, and together with the high
means for each of these items, indicates that editors do not perform these tasks frequently. The
third item deals with ensuring the completeness of reference lists (SO

= 1.042). Tasks related to

references and reference lists seem to be unimportant for this sector, considering the high
means computed for the items dealing with in-text references and reference lists. Overall, with
the exception of the high standard deviation on the item dealing with ensuring the completeness
of reference lists, respondents agree that checking these features of the text is not part of their
work.

In terms of stylistic editing, greater standard deviation occurred on the item dealing with
querying instances of inappropriate register in the text (SO

= 1.079).

In addition, two items

computed standard deviations close to 1.000, suggesting some level of contention among the
respondents on the importance of these tasks. These two items are ensuring appropriate use of
vocabulary for the readership (SO

= 0.943).

= 0.922) and ensuring an appropriate register in the text (SO

Notably, the only items under the stylistic-editing category that scored greater

standard deviations (or standard deviations close to 1.000) deal with tailoring the language for
the reader of the text. However, respondents did generally agree that they would ensure a high
level of readability and clarity within the text, and that they would remove any instances of
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verbosity, repetition and redundancy. This suggests that for editors working on technical texts
(that primarily focus on informational content rather than on establishing a relationship with the
reader), the suitability of vocabulary and register for the audience may be of less importance
than the clarity and accuracy of communication.

Greater standard deviation occurred on only one item from the structural-editing category. This
item deals with ensuring the optimal structure of the argument or discussion (SO

= 1.085).

In

addition, a relatively high standard deviation occurred on the item related to querying the lessthan-optimal structure of an argument or discussion (SO

= 0.985).

The greater standard

deviation on these items indicates that ensuring the optimal structure of a text is contentious
among technical editors. However, both items scored acceptable means, indicating that while
the item is contentious, the task is generally carried out by technical editors.

In the content-editing category, greater standard deviation occurred on some items related to
macro-level content editing. Specifically, respondents disagreed on the relevance of selecting
illustrations for the text (SO = 1.029), suggesting rewrites for portions of the text (SO = 1.037)
and writing or rewriting portions of the text (SO

= 1.043). The means for each of these items is

relatively high (with the exception of the latter item), indicating that these items are contentious,
but that they are generally not carried out very often.

About half of the proofreading tasks appear to be particularly controversial amongst technical
editors, with five items computing greater standard deviation. These five items deal with
correcting and querying proofs or print-ready pages for errors of fact (SO
checking for correctness of type specifications (SO
and layout (SO

= 1.057)

document (SO

=

= 1.125),

= 1.064, SO = 1.068),

correcting problems with format

and ensuring that all changes have been incorporated into the final

1.088). However, the more basic proofreading tasks, such as correcting

spelling and grammatical errors, met with greater agreement among the respondents. It
therefore appears that there is a greater degree of variation in the frequency with which
technical editors perform proofreading tasks that have to do with errors of fact, layout and type
specifications.

With regard to technical skills, greater standard deviation occurred on the items that deal with
managing projects within time and budgetary constraints (SO
OtP-software (SO
(SO

= 1.079).

= 1.003),

expertise in the latest

= 1.085) and expertise in correctly marking changes on hardcopy manuscript

The greater standard deviation on these three items suggests that there is a

significant degree of variance in the kinds of technical skills involved in the everyday working life
of editors working on technical documents. However, the two items dealing with the ability to
manage projects within time and budgetary constraints (u
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marking changes on hardcopy manuscript (u

= 1.89) scored

means below 2.00, indicating that

these tasks are carried out by most technical editors.

Greater standard deviation occurred on most items related to procedural skills. Technical editors
disagree on the relevance of knowledge regarding the publishing process (SD = 1.097),
knowledge of the costs associated with the various stages of production (SD
importance of general administrative skills (SD

= 1.131 ).

= 1.085) and the

This disagreement, as mentioned

above, is also reflected in the relatively high means computed for these items and suggests that
the importance of procedural skills for technical editors is debatable. This variance is evidence
of the difference in the working contexts of, for example, book editors and technical editors.
While book editors are often highly involved in the publishing process, technical editors (who
work mostly in corporate or freelance contexts) are not as involved in the various stages of
production.

Lastly, greater standard deviation occurred on the item dealing with the relevance of expertise
in linguistic principles and linguistic sub-disciplines (SD

= 1.098).

As discussed in previous

sections, this is a particularly contentious matter among editors generally.

The analysis of means and standard deviations scored on the responses from this sector
indicates that technical editors perceive most tasks as relevant to their work, and that there is
relatively little variance in the frequency with which most tasks are performed . Specifically,
stylistic editing and structural editing appear to be central to the work of technical editors.
Copyediting is also very important; however, tasks related to illustrations and correlating parts
appear to be less relevant. Micro-level content-editing tasks are important, while macro-level
content-editing tasks are of less consequence. Extra-textual skills are also essential for
technical editors, and a combination of technical skills, personal and interpersonal skills,
procedural skills and specialised knowledge appear to be relevant for editors in this sector, even
if there is some disagreement among respondents about the centrality of some of these skills.
This suggests that technical editors, in addition to the various editing abilities, need a broad
base of specialised skills that guide them during the editing process.

5.4.2.5

Descriptive statistics for the academic-editing sector

The means and standard deviations for the responses from the academic-editing sector (n

=23)

are summarised in Table 5.7. Means lower than 2.50 were returned on 84 of the initial 115
items and are distributed as follows:
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• 33 of the 38 copyediting tasks (17 of the 21 tasks under correcting for pre-set rules, all
12 tasks under correcting for consistency and 4 of the 5 tasks under correlating parts),
• all 9 stylistic-editing tasks (all 5 of the tasks under tailoring language and all 4 of the
tasks under smoothing the text),
• all 11 structural-editing tasks (all 6 of the tasks under editing the physical structure of a
text and all 5 of the tasks under editing the conceptual structure of the text),
• 8 of the 19 content-editing tasks (6 of the 12 tasks under micro-level content editing
and 2 of the 7 tasks under macro-level content editing),
• 2 of the 11 proofreading tasks,
• 8 of the 10 technical skills (all 3 project-management skills and 5 of the 7 technologyrelated skills),
• all 9 personal and interpersonal skills,
• 1 of the 4 procedural skills, and
• 3 of the 4 items related to specialised knowledge.

The list above demonstrates that academic editors view copyediting , stylistic editing and
structural editing as essential for their work. There was less strong agreement on the items in
the content-editing and proofread ing categories, suggesting that academic editors do not
consider these types of editing important in their everyday work. In terms of extra-textual skills,
only six items from this entire category computed means of 2.50 or above, indicating that
academic editors utilise a number of extra-textual skills in their daily work.
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1.52

BA10

.665

.596

BA11

example, querying

ensuring correct

BA13

references and

reference style

BA32

of typographical style)
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Ensuring consistency in tables and lists (for example, ensuring that

;

•. tables and lists are consistently formatted and punctuated, and that
information is presented consistently)
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I

•[ of contents)
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make of it by ensuring that the sentences are well structured and
concise (for example, by ensuring that the appropriate sentence
structure is used (such as active/passive or complex/simple),
appropriate inter-sentence connections are used, and that the
sentence is focused)
Ensuring an appropriate

readability in the text

ensuring that the text is cohesive by ensuring that the text is well-

Ensuring logic in the relationships between text, tables and
graphics
Ensuring logical use of verbal signposts
standfirsts, page turns)
and imposing the correct physical structure for a text
example, ensuring that a report published in a newspaper follows

•..8c48 ·· Ensuring.optimal structure of.tt1e. argument.or discussion (tor
i example, by rearranging sentences, paragraphs or sections of
· material)
Querying the less-than-optimal structure of an argument or
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missing markers (suchasihe-incorreCiorTnconsistent
use of firstly, secondly, thirdly)

correcting or removing instances where a writer has indicated that
something specific will be discussed in a later section, and then
does not do so)
BC57

Correcting problems

backward and

references (for

example, correcting or removing instances where reference is
made to previous or subsequent information that does not appear)
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ethics and good judgement skills
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the publishing process in its entirety, including planning,
coordination, copy flow, marketing, design, printing)
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Knowledge of the costs associated with the various stages
production

CC23

up queries, issuing
invoices, managing finances, negotiating contracts, marketing)

purposes (for example knowing how an instruction manual will be
read and used, and then understanding how the information needs
to be presented for optimal understanding)
2.52

1.201

.,........,............... •,.......,... ...............••.................................•.. .. ........... .... .

Knowledge of specialised subject matter (for example, knowledge

1 _83

.887

of the Revised National Curriculum Statement if editing educational
textbooks, or knowledge of South African civil affairs if editing a

The means computed for the items in the copyediting category suggest that academic editors
edit most dimensions of a text for correctness and consistency, and also correlate parts of the
text. Unlike their counterparts in other industry sectors, academic editors do ensure or query the
correctness of in-text references and reference lists (u
176

=

1.39, u

=

1.61) as well as the
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= 1.39, u = 1.87). However, academic editors
languages (u = 2.78) and illustrations (u = 2.74), and

consistency of references and reference lists (u
do not check the correctness of foreign

also do not query the correctness of illustrations (u

= 2.78). In addition, academic editors do not

approve the author's or proofreader's changes (u = 2.87) or collate these changes in the final
document (u

= 3.13). This suggests that academic editors are not involved in the preparation of

the final, print-ready document, which is reiterated by the high means computed for the items in
the proofreading category (see below).

With regard to stylistic and structural editing, all items in these two categories computed
acceptable means, indicating that these two types of editing are considered important by
academic editors. All items in the stylistic-editing category computed means well below 2.00,
demonstrating that stylistic-editing tasks are frequently part of the academic editor's work. The
means for some items in the structural-editing category are slightly higher, but they are in most
instances still considerably lower than the cut-off mean of 2.50. The structural-editing tasks with
a slightly higher mean (u

=2.00 or above) are:

• ensuring logical sequence divisions (u

=2.00),

=2.04),
ensuring logical use of verbal signposts (u =2.48),

• ensuring logical order of sections (u
•

• checking and imposing the correct physical structure for a text (u
• ensuring the optimal structure of the argument or discussion (u

=2.39),

= 2.00), and

• querying the less-than-optimal structure of an argument or discussion (u

=2.17).

All of these tasks deal with the structure of the argument and the ordering of the sections of a
text. This possibly indicates a slightly less strong agreement among academic editors about the
relevance of this kind of structural-editing task. However, the structural-editing tasks that deal
with ensuring logic in headings ( u = 1. 74 ), logic in the relationship between text, tables and
graphics (u

= 1.78),

correcting missing markers (u

= 1.83),

correcting or removing unfulfilled

announcements (u = 1.96), and correcting problems with backward and forward references (u =
1.96) all scored means below 2.00, indicating that these tasks are relevant to the work of
academic editors.
Compared to the means for items in the previous three categories, the items in the contentediting category computed high means (particularly the macro-level content-editing items). In
fact, no item computed a mean lower than 2.1 0. This suggests that academic editors generally
do not see content-editing tasks as a central part of their work (although there may be some
variation in opinion about this, as evident from the greater standard deviation on some items;
see below). Despite the generally higher means computed for these items, the respondents did
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agree that they would query incomplete (u = 2.22), inappropriate (u = 2.30) and inaccurate (u =
2.13) content. In addition, the respondents did indicate that they correct content for logic (u
2.39) and certain inaccuracies (u

= 2.26). This seems somewhat unusual,

=

since there may be

some question about whether it is ethically acceptable to correct an academic text's content,
particularly in the case of dissertations and theses. However, the relatively high means on these
items suggest that these tasks are carried out fairly infrequently, and they in all likelihood
usually involve limited instances of outright errors in the text. In addition, the exclusion of most
items related to the correction of errors and the inclusion of the items related to querying
possible errors, suggest that academic editors limit their editorial intervention at content level.
Furthermore, the means computed show that the respondents do suggest rewrites for sections
of the text (u

=2.39), and in some cases will write or rewrite portions themselves (u =2.48). The

latter is highly problematic, particularly considering the fact that academic texts must reflect the
competencies of the author, and not the editor. The mean for the latter item is, however, quite
high , indicating that this task is carried out less frequently and may be contentious. It may be
that in a multilingual country like South Africa, where English or Afrikaans (the predominant
languages of published academic texts) are the second or third language of many students and
academics, editors feel obliged to rewrite portions of the text that are unclear due to problems
with the linguistic abilities of the author. 3

High means were scored on the items related to ensuring and querying the appropriateness of
illustrations (u
(u

= 2.91,

u

=2.78, u =2.83), and correcting or querying any legal issues such as plagiarism

= 2.78).

The high means on these items indicate that academic editors do not

perceive these tasks as relevant for their work, and may indicate that they consider these tasks
the responsibility of the author and/or supervisor (in the case of dissertations and theses). With
regard to the items in the macro-level content-editing category, significantly high means were
scored on most items (with the exception of the two items dealing with rewriting or suggesting
rewrites for portions of the text), suggesting that academic editors do not make substantial
changes to a text's content.

In terms of proofreading, only two items computed acceptable means, albeit somewhat high
means in both instances. The respondents indicated that they correct proofs or print-ready

=2.48, u = 2.45), but for nothing else. However,
proofs or print-ready pages for grammatical errors (u = 2.59)

pages for incorrect and inconsistent spelling (u
the items dealing with correcting

and errors and inconsistencies in punctuation (u

= 2.55,

u

= 2.50)

could be considered

borderline cases, since their means are only slightly higher than 2.50. The means for the basic
proofreading tasks are notably higher in this sector than in other sectors. This suggests that
3

This issue is very important in the South African context and some research has been conducted in this

regard (see, for example, Van Aswegen , 2007, Kruger & Bevan -Dye, forthcoming) .
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academic editors perform basic proofreading tasks less frequently than other editors.
Furthermore, the fact that the respondents from the academic-editing sector indicated that they
generally do not fulfil most proofreading functions is unusual. This may be because of the
different working contexts within the academic-editing sector. In general, two main working
contexts exist: academic editors who edit dissertations and theses, and academic editors who
are employed by journals and work with academic articles. Editors who work on dissertations
and theses normally accept freelance work from students. The dissertation or thesis is edited
(usually electronically) and then returned to the student who accepts or rejects the editorial
changes, and ultimately takes responsibility for the quality of the manuscript. In this instance,
editors would not typically be involved in the proofreading of the final manuscript of the
dissertation or thesis before going to print. At journals, editors may be responsible for editing
articles (although authors frequently have their articles edited prior to submission, and so some
journals do not take responsibility for editing). However, journals would, typically, employ a
proofreader to check proofs, and so this might not fall to the editor. The two examples discussed
here, may therefore account for the fact that only two proofreading items scored acceptable
means in the academic-editing sector.

In the technical-skills category, the respondents agreed that project-management skills are

= 2.23), as is the ability to plan and manage projects within time and budgetary
constraints (u = 2.22). Respondents also indicated that sound business and management skills
(u = 2.43)" are important for their work. While the means for the skills related to project

important (u

management are below 2.50, they are higher than the means for these items in the other
sectors, indicating that academic editors utilise these skills less frequently than other editors. In
terms of skills that relate to technology, acceptable means were scored on all items except the
items dealing with expertise in the latest DtP-software (u

= 3.26),

and expertise in website

desigl\ management and maintenance (u = 3.57). The means for these items are significantly
higher than for the other items in this category (which are all below 2.00), suggesting that
editors strongly agree that these skills are not important for their work. This is a predictable
finding, since academic editors work mostly with documents in a word-processing file format.

Very low means were scored on all of the items under personal and interpersonal skills,
indicating that there is very strong agreement among academic editors on the relevance of
these skills.
In the procedural-skills category, skills linked to general administration (u

= 2.17)

(such as

invoicing and managing finances) appear to be important, while knowledge of the publishing

= 2.65), the function of the various role-players (u = 2.52) and the costs associated
production (u = 2.87) are less relevant. The high means for these items may be linked to

process (u
with
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the fact that many academic editors (with the exception of those working at academic journals)
are not involved in the publishing process. The fact that some of the means are only slightly
higher than the cut-off mean, reflects that a considerable number of editors do work in contexts
where knowledge of some aspects of the publishing process is important.

With regard to specialised knowledge, lower means were computed for the items related to
knowledge of linguistic principles and linguistic sub-disciplines (u

= 2.13),

text types and text

structures (u = 2.22) and specialised subject matter (u = 1.83). The only item with a mean of
2.50 or above was the item dealing with knowledge of design and layout principles (u

= 2.52).

Academic editors therefore view knowledge of design and layout principles as less relevant to
their work because they are not typically responsible for preparing a text for print.

Greater standard deviation occurred on 31 of the 115 items. In total, greater standard deviation
occurred on four items under copyediting (12%), one item under stylistic editing (11%), one item
under structural editing (9%), six items under content editing (32%), eight items under
proofreading (73%), five items under technical skills (50%), three items under procedural skills
(75%) and three items under specialised knowledge (75%). It is noticeable that greater standard
deviation occurred predominantly on the items listed in the procedural-skills, specialisedknowledge, proofreading, technical-skills and content-editing categories.

In the copyediting category, greater standard deviation occurred on the items dealing with

= 1.137) and consistency of illustrations (SO
= 1.041 ), querying the consistency of reference style (SO = 1.014) and collating the author's
and proofreader's changes for the typesetter (SO = 1.140). The greater standard deviations on

ensuring consistent use of foreign languages (SO

these items demonstrate that the frequency with which these tasks are performed is contentious
among academic editors. Notably, the greater standard deviation on the item dealing with
ensuring the consistency of foreign languages is similar for the entire sample and each sector,
indicating that overall this task is controversial for all editors. With regard to the standard
deviation on the item related to collating changes, this difference may result from the fact that
editors who work predominantly with dissertations and theses do not collate changes as they do
not work in a formal publishing environment, while editors who work for academic journals are
responsible for collating changes from various sources.

In the stylistic-editing category, greater standard deviation occurred on querying instances of

= 1.24). In addition, the item dealing with correcting instances of
inappropriate register (SO = 0.91 0) scored a standard deviation just below 1.000. The standard
inappropriate register (SO

deviations on these items indicate that tasks related to correcting register in academic texts are
contentious among academic editors, possibly because some editors feel that this is a skill that
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authors working in the academic context ought to have mastered. However, both items scored
very low means (below 2.00) indicating that academic editors do frequently correct and/or query
inappropriate register.

In the structural-editing category, one item under editing the physical structure computed
greater standard deviation, although three items under editing the conceptual structure scored
standard deviations close to 1.000. Ensuring the logical use of verbal signposts scored greater

= 1.082) indicating variance among academic editors on the relevance
of this task. This item also scored a relatively high mean (u =2.48), suggesting that overall this

standard deviation (SO

task is contentious among academic editors. This disagreement may be because verbal
signposts, such as standfirsts and page turns, do not feature very often in academic texts. The
three items under editing the conceptual structure that scored standard deviations close to
1.000 are ensuring the optimal structure of the argument or discussion (SO

= 0.953), querying

the less-than-optimal structure of an argument or discussion (SO = 0.937) and correcting
missing markers (SO= 0.984). Although each of these items scored means well below 2.50, the
greater standard deviations indicate that these tasks are perceived as somewhat controversial,
probably since one might argue that, in the academic context, the ability to structure an
argument in a logical way is one of the skills at which an author should be able to demonstrate
competence.

With regard to content editing, greater standard deviation occurred mostly on the items related
to micro-level content editing. Editorial tasks that are particularly contentious amongst academic

= 1.082), appropriateness (SO = 1.071)
and inappropriate content (SO = 1.043,

editors include correcting content for completeness (SO
and accuracy (SO
SO

= 1.01 0),

and querying incomplete

= 1.1 05). The high standard deviation, together with the generally somewhat higher means

(compared to other sectors) computed for these items, suggests that academic editors
themselves disagree on the level of micro-level content intervention in academic texts, and that
any tasks related to improving the content of the text are highly controversial. However, the high
means and low standard deviations for the macro-level content-editing items (with the exception
of the items dealing with suggesting rewrites and writing or rewriting portions of the text) show
that academic editors strongly agree that macro-level content editing is not the responsibility of
the editor, but rather the author. In addition, the greater standard deviations on the two items
dealing with suggesting rewrites (SO

= 1.033) and

writing or rewriting portions of text (SO

=

0.994) indicate that while these items did score means below 2.50, they are controversial
among academic editors.

Nearly all items in the proofreading category demonstrated greater standard deviation. As
pointed out above, many of these items scored borderline or high means, suggesting moderate
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agreement about their relevance; however, the greater standard deviations on these indicate
that there is high variance among editors regarding the relevance of these tasks. This suggests
differences in the editorial practice of academic editors, which in all likelihood may be linked to
differences in the working environment (freelance or in-house) of the respondents and the kind
of academic texts they typically work with (dissertations/theses or academic journal
articles/books).

In the technical-skills category, greater standard deviation occurred on all items related to
project management. This contrasts sharply with the other three sectors, where the majority of
items demonstrated lower standard deviation. This variance may be due to the working context
of the individual academic editors in the sample. Project-management skills are essential for
freelance editors and less relevant for in-house editors. Academic editors may work in-house
(for example, for journals), in which case project-management skills would be of lesser
importance. However, editors of dissertations and theses are often freelancers, for whom
project-management skills may be of greater importance. These possible differences in the
sample may also account for the greater standard deviation that occurred on the other items in
the technical-skills category. For example, two items under skills relating to technology scored
greater standard deviation. These items are: expertise in correctly marking changes on
hardcopy manuscript (SO

= 1.276) and the ability to source information effectively (SO = 1.096).

The variance on correctly marking changes on hardcopy manuscript may be the consequence
of the fact that many editors (particularly freelance editors) work on electronic documents only.
Nevertheless, this item scored a very low mean, suggesting that it is an important skill for most
editors.

Greater standard deviation occurred on three items in the procedural-skills category, and one
item scored a standard deviation close to 1.000. The respondents disagreed on the relevance of
knowledge of the publishing process (SO
various stages of production (SO

= 1.152), knowledge of the costs associated

with the

= 1.014) and general administrative tasks (SO = 1.029). The

last item did, however, score a mean below 2.50 (u

= 2.17),

suggesting that it is relevant to the

work of most academic editors. However, the items related to knowledge of the publishing
process (u

=2.65) and the costs associated with the various stages of production (u =2.87) did

score high means, indicating that these skills are generally not relevant to the work of academic
editors.

In terms of specialised knowledge, the respondents generally agreed that knowledge of
specialised subject matter is important, but disagreed on the relevance of knowledge of
linguistic principles and linguistic sub-disciplines (SO
structures (SD

= 1.043)

= 1.014),

the various text types and

and expertise in design and layout principles (SO
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similar to the findings for the entire sample as well as the findings for the book-publishing and
technical-editing sectors, suggesting that there is variance among editors in general. However,
most of the items in this category (excluding knowledge of design and layout principles) scored
acceptable means, indicating that overall academic editors do agree that these skills are
important.

The analysis of the means and standard deviations computed for the responses from the
academic-editing sector demonstrates that the essence of the academic editor's work is
copyediting , stylistic editing and structural editing. More specifically, the low means on most of
the copyediting and stylistic-editing tasks indicate that these types of editing form the heart of
the editing process for these editors. The high means for the content-editing and proofreading
items suggest that academic editors agree that these types of editing are not performed as
frequently as copyediting and stylistic editing. In addition, while a number of the items under the
extra-textual skills category computed acceptable means, many of these items demonstrated
greater standard deviation, suggesting that certain skills are contentious. Overall, academic
editors strongly agree that personal and interpersonal skills are vital for their work; however,
skills related to management, planning and the various aspects of the publishing process are of
lesser value. Some extra-textual skills did score particularly low means, and these skills reflect
knowledge of the various methods of querying or correctly marking changes, suggesting that
academic editors place great emphasis on guiding the author through the editorial process.

5.4.2.6

Comparative analysis of descriptive statistics for all sectors

The preceding sections have discussed the means and standard deviations for the entire
sample's responses and for each individual sector's responses. This discussion has
demonstrated that the sectors do differ on the relevance of certain items. The analysis of the
entire sample's responses does not clearly reflect the differences among editing tasks and skills
in the different sectors, and therefore does not provide a clear view of what the core editorial
tasks for South African editors are. To illustrate this point, it is clear that item BA37 computed an
acceptable mean for the entire sample (u

=2.40), which suggests, at face value, that this task

forms part of the everyday work of the editors in the sample. However, the analysis of the
responses from each sector show that editors who work in the technical-editing and academicediting sectors do not view this task as relevant to their work, since this item scored a mean of
2.56 and 2.87 in these sectors, respectively. Therefore, simply calculating the mean for the
entire sample's response to an item is not sufficient in delineating which items are central to the
role of all editors.
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In order to arrive at an accurate list of core tasks and skills, it is therefore necessary to compare
the means for each sector's responses. It was decided that the first parameter for a task's
inclusion in the list of core tasks and skills for editors (subject to further significance testing) is
that it should have scored an acceptable mean across all four sectors. For example, the means
for item BA36 show that editors from the book-publishing and academic-editing sectors consider
this item relevant to their work, while editors from the mass-media and technical-editing sectors
do not. Therefore, item BA36 is considered a sector-specific task (for the book-publishing and
academic-editing sectors) and does not form part of a core list of skills for editors in South
Africa. However, as discussed in the preceding sections, some items scored means slightly
higher than the cut-off mean of 2.50 in some sectors. In order to ensure that the identification of
core tasks and skills is more nuanced, it was decided to devise a way of including borderline
cases in the set of core tasks and skills generated by the first parameter for tasks' inclusion. A
borderline case is defined as an item that scored acceptable means in three sectors and a
mean of between 2.50 and 2.59 in the remaining sector.

Table 5.8 reflects the means and standard deviations scored for each item per sector. Items that
are in bold scored acceptable means across all four the sectors, while items that were
categorised as borderline are in bold italics.

Of the initial 115 items, 67 scored acceptable means across all four sectors and 10 items scored
borderline means. Borderline means were scored in the following categories: one copyediting
task, one micro-level content-editing task, three proofreading tasks, one technology-related skill,
one procedural skill and three items related to specialised knowledge. Therefore, 77 items meet
the first parameter for inclusion in the list of core tasks and skills for South African editors.
These items are distributed as follows:

• 25 of the 38 copyediting tasks (14 of the 21 tasks under correcting for pre-set rules, 9
of the 12 tasks under correcting for consistency and 2 of the 5 tasks under correlating
parts),
• all 9 stylistic-editing tasks (all 5 of the tasks under tailoring language and all 4 of the
tasks under smoothing the text),
• 9 of the 11 structural-editing tasks (4 of the 6 tasks under editing the physical structure
of a text and all 5 of the tasks under editing the conceptual structure of the text),
• 8 of the 19 content-editing tasks (7 of the 12 tasks under micro-level content editing
and 1 of the 7 tasks under macro-level content editing),
• 5 of the 11 proofreading tasks,
• 7 of the 10 technical skills (all 3 of the project-management skills and 4 of the 7
technology-related skills),
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• all 9 personal and interpersonal skills,
•

1 of the 4 procedural skills, and

•

all 4 items related to specialised knowledge.
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In the copyediting category 25 items scored acceptable or borderline means across the sectors.
These items are the following (the item in italics is a borderline item):
Correcting for pre-set rules

•

correcting spelling errors,

•

correcting punctuation errors,

•

correcting errors of grammar,

•

correcting errors of syntax (sentence structure),
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•

ensuring correctness of terminology usage,

•

querying correctness of terminology usage,

•

ensuring correctness of numbers, units and measurements,

•

ensuring correctness of headings (particularly in numbering, levels, positions, etc),

•

ensuring correctness in tables and lists (for example, ensuring that tables and lists are
correctly formatted, that the content is accurate and correctly punctuated),

•

ensuring

correctness of preliminary pages

(such

as

contents

lists,

preface,

acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such as indexes, appendices,
glossaries),
•

clarifying unexplained acronyms and abbreviations,

•

ensuring that the text is in line with design specifications (such as layout, formatting,
paragraph indentation),

•

querying irregularities with design specifications (such as the layout, formatting,
paragraph indentation), and

•

ensuring correctness of reference style of in-text references and reference lists.

Correcting for consistency

•

ensuring consistency of spelling,

•

ensuring consistency of punctuation,

•

ensuring consistency of grammar,

•

ensuring consistency of syntax (sentence structure),

•

ensuring consistency of terminology usage,

•

ensuring consistency in the use of numbers, units and measurements,

•

ensuring consistency in headings (particularly in numbering, levels, positions, etc),

•

ensuring consistency in tables and lists (for example, ensuring that tables and lists are
consistently formatted and punctuated, and that information is presented clearly), and

•

ensuring consistency of illustrations (in terms of the presentation of their content,
formatting).

Correlating parts
a

ensuring completeness of preliminary pages (such as contents lists, preface,
acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such as indexes, appendices,
glossaries), and

•

correlating parts of the text (such as checking cross-references, internal page
references, footnote/endnote numbers and text, table of contents).
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There seems to be consensus among the sectors that most micro-level copyediting tasks form
part of their work. Specifically, correcting for pre-set rules such as spelling, punctuation,
grammar, syntax, terminology usage and the treatment of numbers, units and measurements is
part of most editors' work. In addition, the sectors agreed that ensuring the correctness of
headings, tabulated material and lists is important. Some macro-level tasks, such as ensuring
the correctness of preliminary pages and end matter, and ensuring that the text is in line with
design specifications, are also important for all four sectors.

With regard to disagreement across sectors on the items under correcting for pre-set rules, the
sectors were unanimous in indicating that they do not ensure the correct use of foreign
languages, suggesting that this is neither a shared task nor a core task. However, the bookpublishing, mass-media and academic-editing sectors did agree that they would ensure the
consistent use of foreign languages, although each of the means for these sectors is close to
2.50, suggesting that this is not an altogether frequently performed task. The items referring to
correcting or querying errors in illustrations also did not score acceptable means across all four
sectors. The book-publishing and mass-media sectors did, however, indicate that they do correct
errors in illustrations, but the mean for this item in each of these sectors is close to 2.50,
indicating that this is not a task that is carried out frequently.

Respondents from the mass-media and technical-editing sectors differed from respondents in
the other two sectors and indicated that they do not regularly perform functions that relate to
querying the correctness of reference style and reference lists. However, the means for the items
related to ensuring the correctness of reference style show that the book-publishing and
academic-editing sectors frequently perform tasks related to ensuring the correctness of
reference styles and lists. The means for this item in the mass-media and technical-editing
sectors are quite high (2.55 and 2.44 respectively) indicating that some editors do perform this
task, but less frequently than the editors working in the book-publishing and academic-editing
sectors. Nevertheless, the means for this item do fall within the (borderline) parameter for
inclusion in the list of core tasks and skills. The means for the technical- and academic-editing
sectors showed that editors from these sectors do not approve an author's and proofreader's
changes for a text. This is in line with findings for the proofreading category, where academic
editors indicated that they do not often correct or work with proofs or print-ready pages.
In terms of tasks related to correcting for consistency, there is consensus among the sectors that
most of these tasks are relevant. However, as is the case for tasks to do with correcting for preset rules, editors in the mass-media sector indicated that no task related to ensuring consistency
in reference style or lists forms part of their everyday work. Editors from this sector are therefore
consistent in indicating the irrelevance of these tasks for their work.
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With regard to correlating the parts of a text, there is agreement across the sectors that editors
correlate parts of the text (such as the table of contents, cross-references and internal page
references), and also ensure the completeness of preliminary matter. However, the mass-media
and technical-editing sectors again indicated that any function related to reference lists does not
form part of their work, while the collation of changes are not relevant to the everyday work of
technical editors and academic editors.

All sectors indicated that all the stylistic-editing tasks are central to their editorial work. The items
in the stylistic-editing category include:

Tailoring the language

• ensuring appropriate use of vocabulary for the readership,
• ensuring an appropriate register is used in the text, based on the type of text and the
readership,
• querying instances of inappropriate register in the text, based on the type of text and the
readership,
•

removing or correcting instances of verbosity, and

•

removing or correcting repetition and redundancies.

Smoothing the text

•

tailoring sentences for the readers of the text and the use they will make of it by
ensuring that the sentences are well structured and concise (for example, by ensuring
that the appropriate

sentence structure is used

(such as active/passive

or

complex/simple), that appropriate inter-sentence connections are used, and that the
sentence is focused),
•

ensuring an appropriate level of readability in the text (for example, ensuring that the
text is cohesive by ensuring that the text is well-structured, contains clearly related
sentences and paragraphs, and that discourse markers are used appropriately),

•

ensuring an appropriate level of clarity within the text (for example, ensuring that the
text is coherent by ensuring that the message of the text does not contain any slips in
logic, such as self-contradictory statements, wrong organisation of events), and

•

removing or correcting ambiguities.

All of the items in the stylistic-editing category, with the exception of one, calculated a mean
lower than 2.00 for the various sectors, suggesting that stylistic editing is central to the editor's
role , regardless of sector. The item referring to querying instances of inappropriate register in the
text calculated a mean of more than 2.00 for the book-publishing and technical-editing sectors,
suggesting that these sectors perform this task somewhat less frequently than the mass-media
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and academic-editing sectors do. However, all sectors did indicate that they frequently correct
instances of inappropriate register. Notably, the mass-media sector demonstrated a higher
degree of favourability on all the stylistic-editing tasks compared to the other sectors. In fact,
stylistic-editing tasks scored the lowest means overall in the mass-media sector. This suggests
that mass-media editors place a great deal of emphasis on the readership.

Nine items from the structural-editing category computed acceptable means across all four
sectors. These items are:

Editing the physical structure

•

ensuring logic of headings (for example, that a heading accurately reflects the content
that follows, and that headings are arranged in a logical order),

•

ensuring logical sequence divisions,

•

ensuring logical order of sections, and

•

ensuring logic in the relationship between text, tables and graphics.

Editing the conceptual structure

•

ensuring optimal structure of the argument or discussion (for example, by rearranging
sentences, paragraphs or sections of material),

•

querying the less-than-optimal structure of an argument or discussion,

•

correcting missing markers (such as the incorrect or inconsistent use of firstly, secondly
and thirdly),

•

correcting or removing unfulfilled announcements (for example, correcting or removing
instances where a writer has indicated that something specific will be discussed in a
later section, and then does not do so), and

•

correcting problems with backward and forward references (for example, correcting or
removing instances where reference is made to previous or subsequent information
that does not appear).

In terms of editing the physical structure of a text, four of the initial six items remained. All four
sectors indicated that ensuring logic in the use of headings, the use of sequence divisions, the
order of sections and the relationship between text, tables and graphics, is important. The two
items that did not score acceptable means across all four sectors (and are therefore not included
in the list of core tasks and skills) are ensuring the logical use of verbal signposts, and checking
and imposing the correct physical structure for a text. With regard to ensuring the logical use of
verbal signposts, means below 2.50 (but above 2.25) were computed only for the mass-media
and academic-editing sectors. Overall the means on this item were therefore relatively high,
suggesting that even if editors in some sectors do perform this task, it is not done very
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frequently. 4 Only the academic-editing sector indicated that they do sometimes check the
physical structure of a text, while the other sectors agreed that this does not form part of their
work. Overall the means on this item are very high, suggesting that it is not a frequent task in any
of the sectors.

All of the items related to editing the conceptual structure of the text calculated an acceptable
mean, and are therefore included in the list of core tasks and skills. However, it is noteworthy
that the book-publishing sector scored relatively high means for each item, suggesting that while
book editors do perform tasks related to editing conceptual structure, this type of editing is not
done as frequently in this sector as it is in the others. This may be a consequence of the type of
texts with which book editors typically work. For example, book editors need to more respectful
to the text and the author, and so their degree of editorial intervention on the conceptual level
may not be as comprehensive as is the case for mass-media or technical editors, who focus
more on the reader.

In total, seven items under micro-level content editing and one item under macro-level content
editing scored acceptable or borderline means in all four sectors. These items are (the item in
italics is a borderline item):

Micro-level content editing
•

correcting content for completeness,

•

querying incomplete content,

•

querying inappropriate content,

•

correcting content for accuracy,

•

querying inaccurate content,

•

correcting content for logic, and

•

querying illogical content.

Macro-level content editing
•

writing or rewriting sections of the text.

With regard to micro-level content editing, there seems to be general consensus that correcting
content for accuracy and logic are important editorial tasks. In addition, the sectors agreed that
querying incomplete, inappropriate, inaccurate and illogical content is important. With regard to
4

The contention on this item may also be as a result of the way in which the item and its examples were

formulated in the questionnaire. In the questionnaire, the item read "Ensuring logical use of verbal
signposts (such as the positioning of standfirsts, page turns)". The examples given for this item might not
have been explicit or representative enough and confused respondents .
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correcting content for completeness, the academic-editing sector scored a mean of 2.52 for this
task, suggesting that this task is somewhat less relevant to the work of academic editors.
However, since this item scored a mean of 2.52 for this sector, and means below 2.50 in all the
other sectors, it is included as a borderline item. Three sectors agreed that checking and
querying content for legal issues and checking and querying the appropriateness of illustrations
do not form part of their work -the exception being the book-publishing sector.

Therefore, the micro-level content-editing tasks that form part of the work of all editors include
correcting and querying content for completeness, accuracy and logic; and querying
inappropriate content. It is striking that the means for each item for both the mass-media and
technical-editing sectors are significantly lower than the means for the book-publishing and
academic-editing sectors. This suggests that editors from the mass-media and technical-editing
sectors perform micro-level content-editing tasks more often than editors who work in the bookpublishing and academic sectors. This difference might be explained by the significant legal
consequences of errors that remain in texts published by these sectors (for example, if a
newspaper article incorrectly names a company as involved in a fraud investigation, or if an
instruction manual inaccurately describes how to wire a piece of machinery, which ultimately
leads to an injury).

Overall, the means for the macro-level content-editing tasks are very high (most means are
above 3.00), suggesting that editors, in general, do not perform macro-level content-editing tasks

frequently. Only one item scored acceptable means across all sectors: writing or rewriting
sections of text. This suggests that all editors, regardless of sector, do some rewriting as part of
their editorial work. However, book editors, mass-media editors and academic editors did
indicate that they would also suggest rewrites for sections of text (although less frequently than
actually rewriting portions of text), while editors in the technical-editing sector indicated that they
do not suggest rewrites. As far as the items that are not included in the list of core tasks and
skills are concerned, the mass-media sector indicated that copyfitting text for publication is
frequently done in this sector; however, this item demonstrated very high means in the remaining
three sectors. Furthermore, the three items dealing with selecting, cropping and editing
illustrations and graphics for the text scored very high means in all four sectors, indicate strong
agreement across sectors on the irrelevance of these tasks.

In the proofreading category, only five items scored acceptable or borderline means across all
four sectors. There is a strikingly high rate of borderline items in this category (three of the five
items are borderline cases). The items included in the list of core tasks and skills are the
following (items in italics are borderline items):
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Proofreading
•

correcting spelling errors in proofs or print-ready pages,

•

correcting inconsistent spelling in proofs or print-ready pages,

•

correcting grammatical errors in proofs or print-ready pages,

•

correcting punctuation errors and inconsistent punctuation use (for example, in
abbreviations) in proofs or print-ready pages, and

•

correcting inconsistent punctuation use in proofs or print-ready pages.

There seems to be overall agreement among the four sectors that basic proofreading tasks form
part of the editor's role. The book-publishing and technical-editing sectors returned very low
means on the basic proofreading tasks listed above, while the mass-media and academic-editing
sectors returned relatively high means, by comparison. This suggests that book editors and
technical editors perform basic proofreading tasks more frequently than their counterparts
working in the mass-media and academic-editing sectors. In fact, the academic editing sector
returned the highest means on these five items.

It is notable that in the proofreading category most of the items considered for inclusion in the list
of core tasks and skills are borderline items. With the exception of correcting spelling errors and
inconsistencies, the remaining three items (dealing with correcting grammar and punctuation
errors, and inconsistent punctuation) scored means above 2.50 (but below 2.59) in the
academic-editing sector, and acceptable means in the remaining three sectors, suggesting that
academic editors perceive proofreading tasks as less central to editorial work than editors in
other sectors do.

The sectors did not agree on the relevance of six proofreading tasks. These tasks include
correcting errors in word breaks, facts, type specification and format and layout, and collating the
editor's and author's changes. Notably, the means for the book-publishing sector demonstrate
that these editors do perform all proofreading tasks specified, with the exception of correcting
errors of fact. In contrast, academic editors indicated strongly that they did not perform these
tasks at all - with most means for this sector close to or above 3.00. In the mass-media and
technical-editing sectors means for these items are more or less in the middle (with most means
ranging from 2.40 to 2. 70), indicating a degree of ambivalence about the relevance of the tasks.

In the technical-skills category, seven items scored acceptable or borderline means across the
four sectors. These items are the following (italics indicate a borderline item):
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Project management

•

the ability to plan projects (conventionally or online) effectively,

•

the ability to manage projects (conventionally or online) efficiently and within budgetary
and time constraints, and

•

sound business and management skills.

Skills relating to technology

•

expertise in the latest word-processing software,

•

expertise in correctly using track changes during electronic editing,

•

expertise in correctly marking changes on hardcopy manuscript, and

•

the ability to source information effectively (for example, reference guides, reliable
information on specific topics, or previous articles/texts).

All four sectors agreed that all the project-management skills are important for editors. This
suggests that editors, in general, are responsible for much more than simply editing a text, and
are involved in various stages of a project. Editors therefore require skills that relate to planning
and management, as well as business skills. While all the items scored means below 2.50, the
means for the academic-editing sector are generally higher for these tasks than in the other
three sectors. Nevertheless, project-management skills are clearly relevant for all editors
(whether they work in-house or on a freelance basis), regardless of sector.

The relevance of technological skills for all sectors appears to be more contentious, with only
three of the seven items listed in this section scoring acceptable means and one item scoring
means that classify it as a borderline case. These items are related to expertise in wordprocessing software, correctly marking changes on hardcopy and electronic manuscript and the
ability to source information effectively. With regard to correctly using the track changes function
when editing, very low means were computed for this item in the book-publishing, technicalediting and academic-editing sectors, while a borderline mean of 2.50 was scored for this item in
the mass-media sector. This suggests that mass-media editors make use of track changes less
frequently than the other sectors. In addition to this, the item dealing with expertise in the various
methods of querying scored very low means in the book-publishing, technical- and academicediting sectors and a very high mean in the mass-media sector. This indicates that mass-media
editors place less emphasis on querying errors than editors in the other sectors, in all likelihood

because of the type of texts these editors typically edit, and because of time constraints typical of
the sector (see Section 5.4.2.3). The highest means for this category were scored on the item
dealing with expertise in website design, management and maintenance (the means for all
sectors were above 3.00), suggesting that in South Africa editors are not responsible for this.
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With regard to personal and interpersonal skills, the sectors agreed that all items in this section
are relevant. The items are:

Personal and interpersonal skills

•

highly developed reading skills,

•

intuitive language skills,

•

dedication,

•

a good general knowledge and an interest in world news and events,

•

a desire to constantly learn,

•

a strong personal code of ethics and good judgement skills,

•

the ability to work under pressure and for long hours,

•

the ability to develop and maintain good working relationships with and among the
various industry role-players (for example, journalists, authors, typesetters, designers,
proofreaders), and

•

the ability to sensitively and diplomatically bring any issues and problems to an
author's or client's attention.

All of the items had low means across industry sectors, indicating the respondents' opinion that
all editors should possess the characteristics listed. This is a predictable result, since editors are
essentially

~valuating

their own personal traits. All of the items listed in this section are also

reported as vital personal qualities and skills for editors in the sources consulted during the
literature review, and they should therefore evidently be included in a list of core tasks and
skills.

Only one item under procedural skills scored means that warrant considering it for inclusion in
the

li~t

of core tasks and skills, and the item does fall into the borderline category. This item

deals with an awareness of the function of the various role-players in the publishing
environment, which scored means below 2.50 in three sectors, and a mean of 2.52 in the
academic-editing sector. In general the means for the items in the procedural-skills category
demonstrate that there was very little agreement among the sectors regarding the relevance of
any of the tasks. The means from the book-publishing sector show that editors working in this
sector of the industry do require all the skills listed here, and that they are quite important. In
fact, no single item in this group scored a mean of higher than 1.92 in the book-publishing
sector. Respondents from the mass-media sector, while in agreement that editors do need
some knowledge of the publishing process and familiarity with the functions of the various roleplayers, did not agree on the relevance of knowledge of the costs associated with production,
and skills in general administration. The means calculated for the technical-editing sector show
that technical editors also feel that they do not need knowledge of the costs associated with
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production. Lastly, the academic-editing sector felt that all the skills, excluding general
administration skills, were unimportant. There seems to be very little agreement among the
sectors as to what procedural skills and knowledge editors need, although the items related to
knowledge of the publishing process and function of the various role-players did score
acceptable means in the book-publishing, mass-media and technical-editing sectors- which are
generally associated with more formal publishing and corporate environments. There may be a
number of reasons for this disagreement; however, it is in all likelihood largely due to
differences in procedures and work environments among the sectors, but also because of
divergent requirements for in-house and freelance working contexts.

In terms of expertise, the responses across the four sectors suggested the relevance of all four
items, although three of the four items were categorised as borderline items. The four items are
the following (borderline items are indicated by italics):

Expertise

• knowledge of linguistic principles and linguistic sub-disciplines,
• knowledge of the various text types and structures and their purposes (for example,
knowing how an instruction manual will be read and used, and then understanding how
the information needs to be presented for optimal understanding),
• knowledge of design (for example, the use of colour and contrast in texts) and layout
principles (such as formatting, paragraph indentation, heading levels), and
• knowledge of specialised subject matter (for example, knowledge of the Revised
National Curriculum Statement if editing educational textbooks, or knowledge of South
African civil affairs if editing a government policy document).

There is much variance among the sectors regarding the relevance of these skills. The item
dealing with knowledge of linguistic principles and sub-disciplines scored relatively high means in
all sectors with all means above 2.00. The technical- and academic-editing sectors felt that this
item was generally relevant to their work; however, the book-publishing and mass-media sectors
disagreed, as evidenced by the means close to and above 2.50 in these two sectors. The
technical-editing sector felt that knowledge of various text types and structures and their
purposes was very important, while the remaining three sectors felt that this was slightly less
important, with the mass-media sector returning a borderline mean of 2.55 on this item. The
book-publishing sector indicated that knowledge of design was very important, while the other
three sectors indicated that this was less important for their editorial work, and the academicediting sector returning a mean of 2.52 on this item. All the sectors did, however, agree that
knowledge of specialised subject matter was important, suggesting that editors in general should
be knowledgeable about the subject matter of the texts they edit.
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As discussed earlier, the development of standards needs to be based on a comprehensive list
of skills that apply to all sectors of the industry, not just to some. The analysis of means and
standard deviations revealed that there are many tasks associated with the role of the editor that
are essentially sector specific. Nevertheless, a comparative analysis of the means shows that
certain editorial tasks are shared and could form the basis of a core set of standards relevant to
all editors in South Africa. However, in order to further refine and validate the findings of the
comparative descriptive analysis, one needs to be sure that generalisations can be made to the
rest of the population. Significance tests are used to determine at what level of confidence it may
be assumed that a task's mean is representative of the entire population.

5.5

SIGNIFICANCE TESTS

In order to determine whether the results of the descriptive analysis can be extrapolated to the
general population of editors, a statistical test must be conducted. This test is a significance test
and is used to determine the level of confidence at which it may be inferred that the data from
the sample is representative of the population.

Two separate criteria for the inclusion of an item into the list of core tasks and skills were set. As
discussed in Section 5.4.2.6, the first criterion is that the item must score a mean lower than 2.50
in each sector, or means lower than 2.50 in three sectors and a mean between 2.50 and 2.59 in
one sector. The second criterion is that the item must be statistically significant and score a Pvalue lower than 0.05 (P-values are determined through a significance test). In order to arrive at
the final list of core tasks and skills, the P-value for all items that meet the first criterion will be
determined (since the other items are immediately disqualified from inclusion in the list because
they do not meet the first criterion). Only those items that score acceptable P-values will be
considered for inclusion in the list of core tasks and skills. Therefore, only those items fulfilling
both criteria will be included in the final list of core tasks and skills.
A significance test using means was applied to the data sets for the entire sample. A one-tailed
t-test was used, with the parameter of interest defined as sample means lower than 2.50. To
facilitate the significance tests the following null (Ho) and alternative (Ha) hypothesis were
formulated:

Ho:

Item will score a mean of 2.50 or more.

Ha:

Item will score a mean lower than 2.50.
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With u denoting the mean for the editorial task, the hypotheses formulated translate to the
following statistical alternatives:

Ho:

u

Ha:

u < 2.50

~

2.50

The significance level was set at the conventional 5 percent (a

= 0.05),

with the decision rule

being:

If P-value ~ a, conclude Ho.
If P-value < a, conclude Ha.

Table 5.9 presents the means, standard errors, t-scores and related P-values for the items.
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Table 5.9 reflects that 76 of the 77 items that fulfilled the first criterion for inclusion are
statistically significant at p < 0.05. For these items, the null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected, and the
alternative hypothesis (Ha) tentatively concluded because their P-values lend support to Ha.
These 76 items therefore fulfil both criteria for inclusion in the final list of core tasks and skills.
The 76 items are distributed among the categories as follows: twenty-five copyediting tasks, all
nine stylistic-editing tasks, nine structural-editing tasks, eight content-editing tasks, five
proofreading-tasks, seven technical-skills, all nine personal and interpersonal skills, one
procedural skill and three items under specialised knowledge.

The remaining item (CD24 ), which deals with knowledge of linguistic principles and linguistic
sub-disciplines, is not statistically significant because p > 0.05, despite the fact that its mean is
below 2.50 in three sectors and between 2.50 and 2.59 in the third sector. Therefore the item
cannot be considered for inclusion in the final list of core tasks and skills.

Following the discussion above, and after fulfilling both criteria, it may be concluded at a 95
percent confidence interval that core tasks and skills for editors include the following textual
tasks and extra-textual skills:
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• sA2 ····· car~eCtin9 punct~~iian ~~rar~
i

·-.· · ·

• sA3 · . correCting errors ofgrammar
•. sA4 · ··· correcting . errors .ofsyntax . (sentence.strllcture)

•sJ\s · · · Ensuring correctness ofierminology usa9e
• BA6 ·• Querying correctness of terminology usage
•!
.,

8/.\7 ·.·• E~suri~9 ~orrect~ess ~i ~~~ber~. ~~it~ ~nd ril~~s~r~ril~~is·· ·

.... . .... . . . . .. . . . . . .... .·. ·.·.·.·. .·. ·.·.·....·. ·. ·..·.·.·. . . . .·.··.·. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·..·.•

.r··sA10 . [-Ensuring correctness of headin9s -(particuiarly--in- numbeiin9~- ~eveiS ; i)ositi.ons, etc:·y·- ---- ------------- .
•·--·-·8/\·1·1· ·.·.·• ·-·.·.·.·g-~-~-~~i-~9-- ~~rr~~!~~~s- i~-- !~t>~-~~-- -~-~d··- ,i~!s_._.(i~r-· ex~~P~~.-·.·-~-~-~-~~i-~·9 .· ih~t--i~bl~·s·.·-~,a·· lisis···ar~·-···

• correctly formatted, that the content is accurate and correctly punctuated)
·. · sA1·s · · r·· E:nsuring.correciness of!Jreliminarypages .(suchas·· c:antents iisis; preface.··· · · ··········································
·: acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such as indexes, appendices, glossaries)
•..sA26 ···•· claiWyin9 unex!Jfa.ined ·acronyms ana·· abbreviatioil.s
. BA28 ..... Ensuring thaiihe texiisin line with design specifications (such as layout, formatting,
r paragraph indentation)
sA29 ·······aue.Yin9 .irre9liiarities witfi desi9nsi>edticafians(slidi as tile layoliftarmattin9: i>ara9rai>fi·· ·
• indentation)
.

•·-

. ... ,

.

·····-·-· ···· ······· ····· -- -·-··-·········································-··············- ----- ············-- -- ---- -··.

·······---- --- ····.

··----- -- --··· ·····-- -------· ·-··
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. BA3'1 ' ! Ensuri'ng-corr ectness o'f refe-ren'ce style ofin-texf refere ncesancfreferencelist s____________ ___________ -- .

sA 1s ·· Ensudng consistency otsiJeiiing

: 8A17 ····: ·Ensuring consistency otpunduation
.... ... :.. ... :...:.::::_·::.·.·.::.·;.·:::::::::::::::;;;;::::::::..·:::::::::::

BA 18

Ensuring consistency of grammar

:_BA19-- ;_E:nsuri·n·g---consisten-cyot syntaxTs-ente·n-ce·s--t ructure} ___
..

r

..... .. ....... ... .....

•

8A2o -

1

. BA21
BA23

___ .

-------- ----------------- -~----··"""''""-- - ~ -------------

.

· · ···- - ----- ·········· ····· · -- ·· · ····· · ·· · ·· -- -- - - ----· " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' '' ' ' ' · '' """"""""" '"

Ensuring consistency oHermTnoiogy usage ····
Ensuring consistency -in -the--use of numbers, units and measurements

· · · i· · E~su-l"i~9 ~~~~i~t~~~Y~~ h~~di~9~(p~~ti~~~ari:Yi~ ~~mbering, ..levels, ..positions, etc:·)_.·.·.·.·.·····

:· · ·8A24 ···•! Ensuring consistency in -tables aild .. lists .. (tor.example, .ensl1rin9 ..tt1ai iables .. andlistsare

···

·• consistently formatted and punctuated, and that information is presented consistently)
.

r

8A2s

.

Ensuring consistency ofillusiratiOns (in terms

ot ttie presentation atttieir canteilf

tarmattingf

·-- s:A2_i _T.En-suring completeness of preliminary pages (such as contents lists, preface,

I acknowledgements, title page) and end matter (such as indexes, appendices, glossaries)
BA30 ···. Correiating .. parts ofitie text (such.as checking cross~references, internal page references,

I footnote/endnote numbers and text, table of contents)

·•... 8839 . ·•

1

BB40

Ensuring appropfiate use ofvocabuia,:Y

tor the readership ·

Ensuring an appropriate register is used in the text, based on the type of text and the
·: readership

• BB41 ····· r Querying. instances .ofinappropriate register in i t1e tex(based .on th.e type .o ftexi.anditie ··· ..
·1 readership

•:·· ·8845 · ·.•· Removing .or.correcting .. instances ofverbosity····
:;

Removing or correcting repetition and redundancies
· .._ . .....

;

.•.. 8842 · · r···+ailoring .sentences.ibr .the-:eaders •. ot.tt1e 'text.ana··the .use.tt1ey.will..ma~<~ 6i iig~ ~~~L~i~~-·- tti~i··- · · •
·•

•. the sentences are well structured and concise (for example, by ensuring that the appropriate
•• sentence structure is used (such as active/passive or complex/simple), appropriate inter-

! sentence connections are used, and that the sentence is focused)
T 8843 ·

Ensuring an appropriate level of readability in the text (for example, ensuring that the text is

j cohesive by ensuring that the text is well-structured, contains clearly related sentences and

, paragraphs, and that discourse markers are used appropriately)

·• 8844 .
.•_ .:'· ·. .........

· 8846

. . . .···· .._!_
.

Ensu.ring an-appropriate levei -ofc iarHy-wltilin the text(tor exampie ~-ensuring iil-ai'th e text is
coherent by ensuring that the message of the text does not contain any slips in logic, such as
self-contradictory statements, wrong organisation of events)
Removing or correcting ambiguities

,, , ··

: ;..... ::. ::.:::::::":: "-~ _j_: :":.: :::::::.:::. ::. ... :::: ::::::::::. :. :.. :::::::.:"::.: :.:.:::::::::: ..•.•• ;;.:.: -. -.
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Ensuring iogic ofi1eadin9s (tor exampie. illata t1eading accurateiy refledsttle ~~nt~ni 111~i
! follows, and that headings are arranged in a logical order)
r 8c51 ····.···Ensuiing io9icai sequence divisions·· ·
8c5o

8c52
8C53

•'

Ensuring logical order of sections
-_................_,___
-------·
. -----·----·"'
------------·-···--.
Ensuring logic in the relationships between text, tables and graphics

··········•········

'"'

"

''

" '"

. ._

----------···················

"

' '

···········•· '. .

.•.

''

""' '

'•''

···---·--···········..

····· ..

.

------------·-- ---

: BC48 Ensuring optimal structure of the argument or discussion (for example, by rearranging
..
sentences, paragraphs or sections of material)
..
:· · ac4·g· · r···· ·a~·~ryi.~g··th·~· ~~~~~th·~~ ~optf~~·~· · stilJd~r~·· bt·.·~·~··· ~rg~··~·~· ~t··~~·· ai~~u·~·~ion····
.: .

- - - - - - - - ...

.

'

. ...

---- ---- --·· ····· · .. ... ... .... ....... , , , ,, ,,, ,,. , , , , , , , ... ...... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... ...... .. .. ..... ..... .... .. .. .. .. ..... ....... .... .. .. .. ... .... .... , ,, ,, ,

·· · ·· -- · --- - ·· · · ·" " ' ' ' ' ' ''''' ' ···· -- ----- - - · ··········· · · · · · ···· - ----- - · ······ · ·

··· · 8c55 · ·· · correc::tin9 . missin9 . iTiarkers. (suci1.as.ti1e.lncorrect. or.inconsistent.use . of.iFr.Sii;;;··.secoi7d/Y,··
thirdly)
.

.

8c56 · ·r··correding . or reiTiovin9 . untuitilled . announceiTients.(tor example, corredingor.removin9····
•• instances where a writer has indicated that something specific will be discussed in a later
• section, and then does not do so)
··· ·s csi · · •· ·· c~~,:~ai~9P~~b~~~s···~itt1·· t,~d<~ard·· ~~a·· t~~~~a · ~~ie~~~~e~·· · <fa/·~~~1Tlr;le ..·~b~r~di~·9· or···· ·
• removing instances where reference is made to previous or subsequent information that does
not appear)

8059 · · :· correcting content.iorcompleteness
8o6o · ·. r Oueryin9Tncompleie content
·•
. 8662 · · ouerying inappropriate content
8063 · · · correCting.contentior.accuracy · ·
.... • ...... .. ... .. ... .. .........

.

·- ---- - - -- - -- - · · ·

·· ··· ··------ -----

. . . . ·--- - .

: i_

·•· so64 · · Q~~ryi~9 fn~~~~~ate c~nte~t
• 8665 · ·· correcting contenUor logic
· 8666 ···· auerying illogicafcontent

: correcting speilin9 errors in p.roots or pi-ini~ready pages ·
··------ ------• 8E79 : Correcting inconsistent spelling in proofs or print-ready pages
•.. . 8Eao · · : cbrredi~99r~m!Tlati~~~·· e~rbr~Tnpr~~i~ b/pri~C~~~dy P~9es···· ·
·····sEs1 ·····i··correcting punduaiion.errors.and . inconsistent punctuation use.(tor exampie ... in . at>t>reviationsf ·•
• in proofs or print-ready pages
·----------------"--------
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· ~ BE82 ·-··correcting incorisfStenfpunctuation use in proofsa.nd prlnt-readypages······

......• ...•.!

: CA2

fhe

ability-to~~~~ projects (coriveritioiiai or online) effecti~~ly

r·r he -ability to manage.. projects(conve"iltio"ilafor online) efficiently wiihTn budgetary and time
•• constraints
.....

.

...

'

. . . .. . ....

'''

'''

.

.

'

. . .

. ....... . .

..

....•..

sound business and managemei1tskilis

Expertise in the latest word-processing software

-· cA6
: cAi

Expertise in correctly using track changes during electronic editing
Expertise in correctly marking changes on hardcopy manuscript
: .. '

' '

.

.....

....

'

'

' ' ' '

. .. . . . . .

'

... . . .. . ..........
'

'

.

'

'

.. . .
'

' ' ' ' ' ' '

.. .

' '

.

' '

.

' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

.

. ....

........ . .

' '

.

.

. .
'

. . . . ..

.. .

'

'

. .. .

..' . ..

'

'

.

. .. .

'

..

'

.. .

' .

'

......

. . . ...... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .
'

'

.

•r cA1o · •· Tile abiii!Y:.to solirce .. informatioil effectively (for exam pie. reference guides. reliable ·······
· information on specific topics, or previous articles/texts)

i CB11

Highly developed reading skills

· CB12
r c813

Intuitive language skills

~

Dedication

cs14 ····· · ;a; gaod .generalknowleCi9e .arid an .. interest.in wadd news anCi events ..
CB1S j A desire to constantly learn

• CB16 • A strong personal code of ethics and good judgement skills
: !.. ...... ............ . ... . ' " '.' . """' ..... """ "" '. "' "' . .... " .... .... """'.

. esT? · ·.:·the ability io work-under pressure.and for iong hours ..
The ability to develop and maintain good working relationships with and between the various
industry role-players (for example, journalists, authors, typesetters, designers, proofreaders)
The ability to sensitively and diplomatically bring any issues and problems to an author's or

_ .._.,,......

...

_.

i CD25

""'"'"""" "" '' " """'""'''""' """" """"-"""

Knowledge of the various text types and structures and their purposes (for example knowing
•• how an instruction manual will be read and used, and then understanding how the information

i needs to be presented for optimal understanding)
........ ....... ...... ... .. ... ........ ........ . . . .... .. ... ........ .. .......... .. ... .. .

.. .

"'

........ ....

""'

'

'"'" "

'"'

'

'"'"'

"

""

"'

""'"

........ ..

.•. cb26 .... Knowledge. of design (tor exam pie, tile use .of.coiour .and contrast .in texts) and layout
~ principles (such as formatting, paragraph indentation, heading levels)
:.. ,.:: .. :::.· .. ··::::.:.L .... ;;:;:;·.
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.• CD27 •• Knowledge of specialised subject matter (for example, 'knowledge of the Revised National
J

Curriculum Statement if editing educational textbooks, or knowledge of South African civil

•. affairs if editing a governmental policy document)

tabie s:1o:·core tasks and skiiis.tor soi:itti African editors······
The tasks and skills identified above were used to draft a list of core standards for South African
editors. The standard documents from EAC of Canada and IPEd of Australia (see Sections
2.4.1 and 2.4.2) were used as exemplars for the formulation and presentation of the core
standards identified for South African editors (see Appendix H). The draft list of core standards
included an introduction explaining the purpose and use of the standards, while the following
two sections outlined the various standards: Section 1 outlined the textual tasks associated with
editing, while Section 2 listed the extra-textual skills required of editors. However, prior to the
finalisation of the list of core standards, it was deemed necessary to ensure that the list of core
standards is formulated in such a way that it is accessible and appropriately formulated for the
South African editing industry. The decision was therefore taken to subject the list of core
standards to a semi-Delphi study.

5.6

SEMI-DELPHI STUDY

The semi-Delphi technique was applied to the draft document outlining the core standards. Four
participants were selected to participate in the semi-Delphi study based on their involvement in
regulatory bodies for editors in South Africa, and/or their involvement in the training of editors.
Two of the participants play prominent roles in the two regulatory bodies for editors in South
Africa, while the remaining two participants are well-recognised researchers and academics in
language practice at two leading tertiary institutions in South Africa .

The participants were contacted telephonically to solicit their consent to participate in the study.
The draft standards document was then sent to each participant via e-mail with a short message
explaining the purpose of the study as well as information detailing what was expected of their
participation in the semi-Delphi study. The participants were informed that the aim of the semiDelphi study was not to determine the acceptability of the standards listed in the document (as
this was established by means of various statistical analyses and tests), but rather to ascertain
whether the structuring and layout of the standards, the grouping of items, the clarity of item
formulation, and the overall presentation were appropriate. The aim was to ensure that the final
standards document would be optimally structured and formulated to ensure clarity and ease of
use.
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Each subsequent draft of the standards document was based on the responses from the
preceding round, and this process was repeated until consensus was reached. The semi-Delphi
study comprised two rounds before consensus was reached.

The first round of the semi-Delphi study was sent out at the end of March 2010, and the
participants were asked to return their comments and suggestions in the first week of April
2010. In the first round of the semi-Delphi study, the comments and corrections from the
respondents included the addition of further explanatory material in the introduction to the core
standards, and various other editorial changes (such as the reformulation of some standards,
correcting ambiguities, correcting spelling mistakes, and various other micro-level copyediting
changes). In some instances, the participants suggested various changes for the same item.
This problem was addressed by finding an alternative that would meet the recommendations of
all the participants who suggested changes for the particular item. The participants' suggested
changes were subsequently made, and the amended document was sent to the participants for
the second round of the semi-Delphi study in mid-April 2010.

During the second round of the semi-Delphi study, the participants were again asked to
comment on the structuring and layout of the standards, the logical grouping of items, the clarity
of item formulation, and the overall presentation of the list of standards. The participants were
asked to return their comments in the second-last week of April 2010. During the second round,
all participants indicated that they were satisfied with the overall presentation, layout and
formulation of the standards, and therefore reached consensus.

The final standards document reflecting core standards for South African editors is presented in
Appendix I.

5. 7

CONCLUSION

The aim of this chapter was to present and discuss the empirical findings of the study, and
ultimately to identify which items in the survey should form part of the list of core tasks and skills
forming the basis of the list of core standards for South African editors. The discussion in this
chapter has culminated in the identification of a standards document reflecting core standards
for South African editors based on the opinions of editors from all sectors of the industry.

The reliability of the research instrument used in this study was established (see Section 5.3),
and was tested by means of the internal-consistency method utilising the Cronbach alpha
coefficient. For this analysis, groups of similar skills were identified and their inter-item
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correlation and Cronbach alpha coefficient calculated. Overall, the research instrument was
deemed reliable.

The sample of editors that participated in this study and contributed greatly to the identification
of the core list of standards is representative of the broader population of editors in South Africa,
as evidenced by the discussion in Section 5.4.1 . This discussion found that the sample
adequately represented all four sectors of the industry, various levels of working experience,
and in-house and freelance working contexts. Respondents work mostly in English; however,
this was deemed acceptable in view of the fact that the publishing industry in South Africa is
dominated by English. Therefore, the data collected from the sample may be deemed
representative of the demographic profile of South African editors and represent the opinions of
practising editors.

The data collected from the research instrument served an integral part in the identification of
core standards. Section 5.4.2 discussed the findings of the descriptive analysis for this data.
The data were analysed in various ways, and included an analysis of the entire sample's
descriptives (see Section 5.4.2.1 ), followed by an analysis of each sector's descriptives (see
Sections 5.4.2.2 to 5.4.2.5), which led to the comparison of the descriptives for the four sectors
(see Section 5.4.2.6). Following these analyses it was decided that the means for the entire
sample's responses could not be used as a criterion for determining which items are core tasks
and skills relevant to all sectors. Therefore, the comparative analysis (see Section 5.4.2.6) was
used to identify the list of core tasks and skills.

Based on this, the first criterion for the consideration of an item for the core list of standards was
formulated in a more specific way, requiring that an item scored a mean of less than 2.50 in all
four sbctors (indicating strong agreement on the importance of the item), or a mean lower than
2.50 in three sectors and a mean between 2.50 and 2.59 in the remaining sector. The latter
items were classified as borderline items. Utilising this criterion , the comparative analysis found
that the sectors differed on the importance of many tasks, but agreed on the importance of 77 of
the initial 115 items. This finding suggested that the initial analysis of the entire sample's
responses (which found that 93 of the items scored acceptable means) was inappropriate in
determining core tasks and skills. Therefore the decision was taken to extrapolate core tasks
and skills based on a comparative analysis of all four sectors, using the first criterion to separate
core tasks and skills from sector-specific tasks (see Section 5.4.2.6).

This stage of the analysis is important, because the aim of this study is to identify core tasks
and skills of South African editors. In addition, this analysis proves that editors perform different
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functions in different contexts, foregrounding the fact that the editing industry is diversified, and
that the training, accreditation and regulation of editors should reflect these diversities.

Once the list of core tasks and skills had been established, it became necessary to determine
the level of confidence for which these findings could be extrapolated to the population. The
significance test was regarded as the second criterion for inclusion. An item had to be
statistically significant with a P-value of lower than 0.05, in addition to having scored acceptable
or borderline means. The significance test found that in total, 76 of the initial 115 items fulfilled
both criteria, indicating that the 76 items are core tasks and skills for South African editors (see
Section 5.5).

The 76 items identified as core tasks and skills were then used to draft a list of core standards
for South African editors. While care was taken to ensure that the list of standards is accessible,
the decision was made to subject the list to a semi-Delphi study in order to verify the
accessibility and appropriateness of its formulation , layout and structuring. The semi-Delphi
study proved useful in ensuring that the final list of standards is clear and accessible (see
Section 5.6).

The next chapter makes recommendations for the dissemination of these standards and future
research and also presents concluding remarks on the study.
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